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what is learning analytics? (LA)

Learning analytics is the measurement, collection, analysis 
and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for 
purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the 
environments in which it occurs

SoLAR definition   
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where does learning happen?

3



traditionally EdTech has focused upon 
learning in the confines of systems it 

builds… 
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but learning happens anywhere!
5
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finally new data standards have emerged…

https://www.apereo.org/communities/learning-analytics-initiative/learning-analytics-webinar-state-xapi-and-imsglobal

…new possibilities for capturing and using data!



xAPI
§ specification released in 2013

https://github.com/adlnet/xAPI-Spec

§ initially meant as a successor to 
SCORM

§ acknowledges that learning 
happens everywhere…

§ very simple required syntax 
(actor, verb, object)

§ open source with open 
development model… anyone 
can contribute to what is a 
community effort



xAPI data flow

8 we are going to cover this whole flow today!



Learning Record Providers (LRPs)

9



what is a learning record provider? (LRP)
§ something that monitors a learner
§ extracts data about what they are doing
§ creates an xAPI statement 
§ and sends it to a Learning Record Store (LRS)

10



an example?

11
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the connected learning analytics toolkit
Learning 

Record Store

analysisxAPIscraping

learning analytics

admin & developersacademicsstudents

social media

Kitto, K., Cross, S., Waters, Z., Lupton, M. (2015). Learning Analytics beyond the LMS: the Connected Learning Analytics Toolkit. In 
Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK15). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 11-15. 



some details (CLA toolkit V1)
1. Has a philosophy of going to the students where 

they are actually learning (rather than expecting 
them to come to us)

2. V1 could access data from: wordpress blogs, 
twitter, youtube, facebook, trello, github, slack

3. Stores data in xAPI format (to ensure future 
interoperability)

4. Only retrieves data for specific learning activities 
and only if students sign up

5. And gives students access to their own analytics

14

Bakharia, A., Kitto, K., Pardo, A., Gašević, D., & Dawson, S. (2016). Recipe for success: lessons 
learnt from using xAPI within the connected learning analytics toolkit. In Proceedings of the 
sixth international conference on learning analytics & knowledge (pp. 378-382). ACM.



using xAPI to build LRPs
15
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a simplest possible legal xAPI statement

16



statement 
properties

17

https://github.com/adlnet/xA
PI-Spec/blob/master/xAPI-

Data.md#statement-
properties



a more realistic 
example xAPI
statement

(but its still very simple!)

18

https://github.com/adlnet/xAPI-
Spec/blob/master/xAPI-

Data.md#Appendix2A
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statement 
properties

23

https://github.com/adlnet/xA
PI-Spec/blob/master/xAPI-

Data.md#statement-
properties



actors

24

§ Actor: An individual or group 
performing an action within an Activity 

• Individual: Agent
• Group: Group

§ an actor is the “I” in “I did this”
§ they are the thing doing the learning!



actors 
can 
have 
many 
different 
roles –
termed 
persona
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verbs
§ define the action between an 

Actor and an Activity
§ the specification does not 

define verbs
§ instead, it defines how to 

create verbs so that 
communities of practice can 
establish verbs meaningful to 
their members and make them 
available for use by anyone… 

§ new xAPI profile specification 
helps… more on this later

26



objects
§ define the thing acted on: 
• Activity
• Agent/Group
• SubStatement
• StatementReference

27
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but where do these statements go?

29

…and what can you do with them when 
they get there?



xAPI data flow

30



31
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learning record stores (LRS)

§ accept and send xAPI statements!
§ the specification is very clear about how 

these must behave
§ but different vendors often enhance their 

LRS with further functionality (especially in 
the analytics and reporting)

33

§ quite a few vendors have a free service:
• Veracity: https://lrs.io/
• HT2 (LearningLocker): https://www.ht2labs.com/learning-locker/
• Rustici (Watershed): 

https://www.watershedlrs.com/product/pricing/essentials-learning-record-
store

https://lrs.io/
https://www.ht2labs.com/learning-locker/
https://www.watershedlrs.com/product/pricing/essentials-learning-record-store
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sending xAPI
statements to a LRS
§ Step 1: Define a variable that holds the 

URL address of the LRS and the username 
and password to authenticate.

§ Step 2: Tell your xAPI wrapper to use that 
variable for the LRS.

§ Step 3: create a variable to hold the xAPI
statement

§ Step 4: Send the statement!

35

https://www.learningsolutionsmag.com/articles/2322/getting-
started-with-xapi-four-lines-of-code

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/follow-along-3-getting-started-
xapi-tutorials-melissa-milloway-msit/

https://www.learningsolutionsmag.com/articles/2322/getting-started-with-xapi-four-lines-of-code
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/follow-along-3-getting-started-xapi-tutorials-melissa-milloway-msit/
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https://github.com/
adlnet/xAPIWrapper
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some things people get wrong
§ keep track of the version of the spec supported by your LRS!
§ make sure you use the ADL wrapper! 

(https://github.com/adlnet/xAPIWrapper )
§ xAPI v1.0.3 is quite strict so statements accepted by LRSs 

conformant with earlier versions of the specification might accept 
statements that newer ones do not

§ often you need web links (which can make e.g. contextActivities
can be a bit spicy to define)

§ make sure you use the statement validators! (most LRSs have them)
§ look at the log files… they will tell you a lot (if your LRS is good)

38

https://github.com/adlnet/xAPIWrapper


the 
importance 
of context 
for xAPI
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the 
importance 
of context 
for xAPI

40

optional?



the 
importance 
of context 
for xAPI

41

for LA?

optional?



but just how big is a context?

how long might this 
information need to 
make sense for?

42



but just how big is a context?

how long might this 
information need to 
make sense for?

43



learning 
goes on 
for a 
lifetime!

44



data interoperability

§ so contexts have to make sense across many phases of a 
person’s life… 

§ and people are going to interface with a lot of different 
systems

§ increasingly they are going to enter into porous relationships 
with educational institutions

§ recognizing prior learning is going to be essential

45

there are two basic ways to do this…



big and comprehensive? 

you could ensure that all educational technology uses one data stack…
§ but how long would this remain current?
§ and how quickly will it evolve as new use cases arise?
§ and who is control of it anyway?
§ and how comprehensive can this approach actually be? 

or you could try and do something that is more modular…
§ where any LRP can get up and running quickly to provide data
§ but then you need to ensure that there is a way to map data 

between different providers
46

or loose and modular? 



each solution has 
advantages and 
disadvantages…

47
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xAPI profiles for data interoperability
§ a companion specification to the core xAPI standard

(https://github.com/adlnet/xapi-profiles)
§ blueprint for a successful, semantically interoperable xAPI implementation… 

defined by communities of practice
• offer a common way to express controlled vocabularies
• provide instruction on xAPI Statement formation
• describe patterns of xAPI Statements which are meaningful in some way to a profile

§ extend the notion of xAPI recipes using linked data standards
• JSON-LD (to specify the profile)
• SKOS (to connect xAPI concepts together)
• PROV (to describe provenance of profiles)

• SPARQL (to find profiles on the web)

48



49

http://xapi.vocab.pub/ 



xAPI profile 
properties

50



using xAPI profiles in statements

Using an introduced Concept, such as an activity type, 
verb, attachment usage type, extension, activity, or 

document resource, can be done freely, provided the 
defined usage and meaning are adhered to. 

But a Learning Record Provider can go further, and make 
sure to adhere to Profile-described Statement Templates 

and Patterns.

51

https://github.com/adlnet/xapi-profiles/ (section 5)

https://github.com/adlnet/xapi-profiles/


medical training 
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serious games

53



more resources on xAPI Profiles
Examples of profiles:
§ all published profiles: http://xapi.vocab.pub/
§ video: https://liveaspankaj.gitbooks.io/xapi-video-

profile/content/templates.html
§ cmi-5 (LMS data): https://github.com/AICC/CMI-

5_Spec_Current/blob/quartz/cmi5_spec.md
More information:
§ specification: https://github.com/adlnet/xapi-profiles
§ an introduction to their benefits: 

https://www.learningsolutionsmag.com/articles/2553/benefits-of-
xapi-profiles-extend-across-development-teams

54

http://xapi.vocab.pub/
https://liveaspankaj.gitbooks.io/xapi-video-profile/content/templates.html
https://github.com/AICC/CMI-5_Spec_Current/blob/quartz/cmi5_spec.md
https://github.com/adlnet/xapi-profiles
https://www.learningsolutionsmag.com/articles/2553/benefits-of-xapi-profiles-extend-across-development-teams


but the need for profiles points to a tension!

xAPI Advantages

§ lightweight
§ development easy!
§ rapidly extensible to new learning 

scenarios – someone just needs 
to write and publish a profile!

§ easy to share different profile 
specifications and to see what 
people are doing

§ easy to join in and influence dev

xAPI Disadvantages

§ it’s the wild west! 
§ poor practices are common
§ some communities of practice are 

moving well… but a lot of work 
remains to be done

§ without common practices xAPI
statements will only ever make 
sense in the ecosystem where 
they were defined

55



xAPI data flow

56



example: the CLA toolkit
Learning 

Record Store

analysisxAPIscraping

learning analytics

admin & developersacademicsstudents

social media

Kitto, K., Cross, S., Waters, Z., Lupton, M. (2015). Learning Analytics beyond the LMS: the Connected Learning Analytics Toolkit. In 
Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK15). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 11-15. 



using xAPI in large scale LA 
infrastructure projects
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effective learning analytics (Jisc)

§ freemium student 
insight tool

§ bespoke tool based 
on Aperio LAP 

§ student app (privacy 
management, 
goalsetting…)

59 https://www.jisc.ac.uk/rd/projects/effective-learning-analytics



60



what about UTS?

61
lets start with a question first… 



CLA toolkit V2
§ no dashboards reports!
§ it just collects data and sends it 

to the LRS
§ maintains modularity!
§ built in last 2 months!
§ trello, slack, twitter, GitHub 

integrations prioritised
§ a second suite of tools are used 

to deliver LA, dashboards, and 
other tools (e.g. piping data to 
OnTask)62



loose couplings

63 https://edutechnica.com/2015/06/09/flipping-the-model-the-campus-api/

OR

what types of architectures should we be designing for university systems?



scaling up: a Learning Analytics API
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why graphQL?

GraphQL is a query language that enables an abstraction of server-side 
API calls under a single neat wrapper, instead of to multiple 
endpoints…
§ efficient data retrieval - student facing LA applications and 

dashboards need to be mobile
§ flexible - many different applications will need access to student data 
§ strongly typed - clearly defines how the client can access the data, so 

acts as an intermediate layer between back end complex 
infrastructure and front end user interfaces

§ extensible – enables ongoing addition of LA services as necessary

65



but data must 
be cooked with care! 

§ are you capturing all of the relevant data?
§ is what you are collecting even useful? 
§ or are you just collecting it because you can?
§ and what metrics are you developing from your data?

66

Bowker, G. C. (2005). Memory practices in the 
sciences (Vol. 205). Cambridge, MA: Mit Press.



67

a “go look at it” approach tends to fail
§ students don’t apply knowledge
§ limited reflection
§ often blindly believe LA instead of 

questioning it and reinterpreting
§ and it can be hard to use without 

scaffolding



68

things can go very 
wrong with naïve 
approaches

‘‘our combination of 
leaderboards, badges, and 

competition mechanics do not 
improve educational outcomes 

and at worst can harm 
motivation, satisfaction, and 

empowerment’’ 

(Hanus and Fox, 2015) 

Hanus, M. D., & Fox, J. (2015). Assessing the effects of 
gamification in the classroom: A longitudinal 
study of intrinsic motivation, social comparison, 
satisfaction, effort, and academic performance. 
Computers & Education, 8, 152–161.

Khan, I., & Pardo, A. (2016). Data2U: Scalable real time 
student feedback in active learning 
environments. In Proceedings of the 
international conference on learning analytics 
and knowledge (pp. 249–253). Edinburgh, 
Scotland: ACM.



Learning designs for student facing LA

§ authentic integration with assessment is necessary
§ 3 learning design patterns are being used right now
- do-analyse-change-reflect
- active learning squared
-Groupwork

§ More will come in time! 

69

Kitto, K., Lupton, M., Davis, K., Waters, Z. (2017). Designing for Student Facing Learning Analytics, Australasian Journal of Educational 
Technology, 33(5), 152-168. 

Kitto, K., Lupton, M., Davis, K., Waters, Z. (2016). Incorporating student-facing learning analytics into pedagogical practice. In S.
Barker, S. Dawson, A. Pardo, & C. Colvin (Eds.), Show Me The Learning. Proceedings ASCILITE 2016 Adelaide, pp. 338-347. 



user configurable dashboards

70

coupled to 
learning design



in summary – why do I use xAPI?

§ learning happens everywhere!
§ xAPI is highly flexible - helps future proof it as a specification
§ enables rapid development of data infrastructure
§ provides a modular way of linking up data from multiple LRPs
§ enables data interoperability (if you follow best practice) open 

development model 
§ vibrant and open community effort – anyone can contribute! 71
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